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We study how industry clockspeed, internal firm factors, such as product development, production, and
inventory costs, and competitive factors determine a firm’s optimal new-product introduction timing and

product-quality decisions. We explicitly model market demand uncertainty, a firm’s internal cost structure, and
competition, using an infinite-horizon Markov decision process. Based on a large-scale numerical analysis, we
find that more frequent new-product introductions are optimal under faster clockspeed conditions. In addition,
we find that a firm’s optimal product-quality decision is governed by a firm’s relative costs of introducing
new products with incremental versus more substantial improvements. We show that a time-pacing product
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and time to market are closely related.
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1. Introduction
In today’s marketplace, firms compete in a dynamic
environment in which the velocity of change is often
swift. Not surprisingly, time as a strategic source of
competitive advantage is receiving increasing atten-
tion from researchers in operations, marketing, and
strategy (e.g., Blackburn 1991, Datar et al. 1997,
Eisenhardt and Brown 1998, Hult 2002).
One recent line of research in this area argues

that industries are characterized by an internal clock-
speed that influences a firm’s new-product devel-
opment activities (e.g., Mendelson and Pillai 1999).
Although various industry characteristics have been
proposed to capture clockspeed, changes in industry
price play a prominent role in all measures.1 Thus,
rapidly declining prices are considered to be closely
associated with fast-clockspeed industries.
As originally proposed by Fine (1996, 1998), fast-

clockspeed industries (personal computers, semi-
conductors, cosmetics) require different product,
process, and supply chain design decisions than
medium-clockspeed (computer operating systems,

1 For example, Williams (1992) empirically defines fast-, medium-,
and slow-cycle industries in terms of average observed changes
in industry prices. Mendelson and Pillai (1999) include changes in
industry prices in their composite measure. Fine (1998) proposes
that competitive intensity, which is often reflected in downward
pressure on industry prices, is a major component of industry
clockspeed.

pharmaceuticals, automobiles) and slow-clockspeed
(aircraft, petrochemicals, steel) industries. Because
sustaining a competitive advantage is difficult in tur-
bulent environments, the frequent introduction of
incrementally new products is generally observed in
fast-clockspeed industries (e.g., Williams 1992, Hult
2002). Based on self-reported surveys of manufactur-
ers in the electronics industry, Mendelson and Pil-
lai (1999) confirm that managers believe that faster
industry clockspeed is related to shorter develop-
ment cycle times and reduced time between product
redesigns. We are unaware of any published research,
however, that analytically establishes a link between
industry clockspeed and a firm’s decision to bring
new products to market. Consequently, there is an
incomplete understanding of the conditions in which
a firm should frequently introduce new products.
Our work builds on prior efforts addressing the

trade-offs between the timing of new-product intro-
ductions, product quality, and product development
costs (Cohen et al. 1996, Bayus 1997, Bayus et al. 1997,
Morgan et al. 2001).2 Studying the introduction timing

2 There are other indirectly related papers as well. Emphasizing the
importance of cannibalization within a product line, Wilson and
Norton (1989) and Moorthy and Png (1992) study the timing of a
single new-product introduction. Machine replacement models (see
Nair and Hopp 1992, Nair 1995 for reviews) and technology adop-
tion models (e.g., Balcer and Lippman 1984, McCardle 1985) focus
on the role of obsolescence in the product replacement decision.
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of a single product, Cohen et al. (1996), Bayus (1997),
and Bayus et al. (1997) essentially conclude that a
firm should “take its time and do it right”; i.e., a firm
should introduce a new product with the highest ini-
tial quality as possible. Extending these efforts to the
situation in which a firm can introduce multiple prod-
uct generations over time, Morgan et al. (2001) find
conditions when a “rapid inch-up” strategy is opti-
mal; i.e., a firm should frequently introduce products
with incremental improvements. In particular, they
find that a firm’s internal cost of introducing a new
product largely determines the frequency of product
introductions and, as a result, product quality. This
result is not surprising given their model formula-
tion (price margins are constant across product gener-
ations, market share is a function of product quality
but not price, and industry product quality is exoge-
nously improving at a constant rate). More impor-
tantly, these results do not provide analytic support
for the belief that external industry characteristics,
such as clockspeed, drive the product introduction
timing decision.
Unlike the existing literature, we analytically con-

sider the role of external industry factors (clockspeed
or changes in price), internal firm factors (product
development, production, and inventory costs), and
competitive factors in determining a firm’s optimal
introduction timing and product-quality decisions.
Based on a large-scale numerical analysis, we find
that a firm’s optimal pace of new-product introduc-
tions is primarily determined by external industry
conditions: More-frequent new-product introductions
are optimal under faster clockspeed conditions. In
addition, we find that a firm’s optimal product-
quality decision is governed by its internal factors,
such as the relative costs of introducing new products
with incremental versus more substantial improve-
ments. Our results thus provide analytical support
for the basic survey results of Mendelson and Pillai
(1999). Finally, we show that a time-pacing strategy
such as the one proposed by Eisenhardt and Brown
(1998) is not necessarily optimal, but generally does
perform well under many conditions.

2. Model Formulation
In this section, we develop a model to study opti-
mal new-product strategies. In contrast to Cohen
et al. (1996), Bayus (1997), and Bayus et al. (1997),
we study an infinite-horizon Markov decision pro-
cess that allows a firm to maximize discounted profit
by introducing multiple product generations. Unlike
Morgan et al. (2001), we explicitly consider the firm’s
new-product introduction timing and product qual-
ity to be decision variables. In addition, we consider
product introduction under demand uncertainty, and

therefore model the effects of production, inventory,
and obsolescence. Finally, we include competitive
effects in our model.
Consider a market comprised of two competing

firms, A and B. We formulate the decision problem
from Firm A’s perspective. The planning horizon is
unbounded and divided into time periods of equal
length (e.g., consider period lengths as quarters).
Every period, firms make available units of a single
competing product that is characterized by its quality
level and its time in market, which is measured in
periods and denoted by i and j for Firms A and B,
respectively. There are two possible levels for Firm A’s
product quality q: standard and premium, denoted
by q = qs and q = qp, respectively. We identify the
introduction of a standard product as an incremental
improvement and a premium product as a substantial
improvement. Similar to Cohen et al. (1996), Bayus
(1997), and Morgan et al. (2001), the quality level for
Firm B’s product qB at any period is a parameter.3 The
assumption that each firm markets a single product
generation in any period is in keeping with Cohen
et al. (1996), Bayus (1997), Bayus et al. (1997), and
Morgan et al. (2001).
Our focus is on the timing and quality of new prod-

ucts, and hence we consider that the prices for both
firms’ products are given functions of the products’
time in market and quality. Firm A’s price policy Pqij

and Firm B’s price policy PB
qij designate given multi-

dimensional arrays that assign a price for each com-
bination of q, qB, i, and j . Thus, even though the
competitive price policy is exogenous, it reflects the
competitive environment. This aspect of our model
framework is more general than the related literature
(e.g., Cohen et al. 1996, Bayus 1997, Bayus et al. 1997,
and Morgan et al. 2001 treat prices as constant).
We make only two assumptions regarding a price

policy. First, we assume that Firm A’s premium-
product price is at least as large as its standard-
product price, given qB, i, and j . Second, we assume
that Pqij is decreasing in i, given q, qB, and j . This
reasonable assumption is well grounded in analytical
research on optimal pricing policies for new products
(e.g., Krishnan et al. 1999) and new-product genera-
tions (e.g., Bayus 1992), as well as through empirical
observations of new-product prices (e.g., Bayus 1993)
and the prices of successive product generations (e.g.,
Bayus 1992).

3 For reasons of model tractability and parsimony, we do not explic-
itly model product quality as a cumulative function over the plan-
ning horizon. We note that our conclusions, to be discussed in §3,
do not change if the overall quality of all products is constantly
improving over time (i.e., q is an exogenous function of an increas-
ing time trend). We focus our analysis on the situation in which
the relative quality levels between standard, premium, and the com-
petitor remain constant.
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Considering the preceding assumptions about
prices, we consider market demand in any period to
have a probability distribution that reflects the val-
ues of q, qB, i, and j , and, implicitly, the correspond-
ing values for prices. We postulate that the expected
potential demand for each firm is the product of
that firm’s market share multiplied by the expected
market demand for the period. In line with the lit-
erature in marketing (e.g., Bayus 1997, Bayus et al.
1997) and operations (e.g., Cohen et al. 1996, Krishnan
et al. 1999, Morgan et al. 2001), we assume that market
share �qij is positively related to own product quality
(i.e., �qij is higher for q = qp than for q = qs , given i
and j	 and competitor price, and negatively related
to own price and competitor product quality. Specif-
ically, �qij = g��q qBPqij  P

B
qij 	, where, as in Bayus

(1997), � is Firm A’s marketing effectiveness relative
to Firm B (if � = 1, then competitors are symmetric
in terms of marketing effectiveness). We note that �qij

is strictly increasing in i, given q and j ; this follows
from our assumption that Pqij decreases with i given q
and j . Firm B’s market share is 1−�qij .
At the start of each period, Firms A and B decide,

simultaneously and without collusion, whether to
introduce a new product that would be produced and
sold in the following period. Thus, the product devel-
opment time is fixed at one period; this assumption is
made to keep our analysis focused and tractable. We
assume that the maximum time in market is n for any
product and the product does not physically deterio-
rate over time.
Firm A also decides on the level of production

for its current product. We do not make explicit
Firm B’s production decision, as it would not be vis-
ible to Firm A. Production occurs quickly enough to
be available for demand in the current period. We
assume that both product introduction and produc-
tion decisions in a period are made simultaneously
and before demand occurs in that period. Because of
uncertain market demand, it is necessary to explic-
itly include Firm A’s inventory in the model. Firm A
does not have knowledge of Firm B’s inventory level.
Firm B behaves according to a contingent strategy that
is knowable to Firm A; we elaborate more on this
assumption in §2.2.
To summarize, the sequence of decisions and events

for Firm A in a period is:
1. Time in market for Firm B’s current product

is observed (a new product has time in market
j = 1). Firm A’s inventory for the current product is
reviewed and holding costs are incurred.
2. Firm A decides whether to introduce a product

next period, its quality, and how much to produce in
the current period.
3. The production of the current product becomes

available.

4. Firm A observes its potential demand. Demand
is filled, inventory is reduced, and any unfilled
demand is lost.
5. If Firm A decides to introduce a product in the

next period, then it sells its end-of-period inventory
at a salvage value.
In the next sections, we provide functional forms

to populate the mathematical relationships implied
by the above model description. Firm A’s decision
problem requires specification of market parameters
(§2.1), Firm B’s strategy (§2.2), and its own internal
cost parameters (§2.3). The model notation is summa-
rized in Table 1.

2.1. Demand
Total market demand in a period Xqij is modeled as
a stochastic variable with probability mass function
Pr�Xt = w� = aqij �w	, w = 01 � � � � For purposes of
comparison with the prior literature, we also consider
in §3.3 the effects of allowing demand to be deter-
ministic. Each unit of market demand represents an

Table 1 Notation

Symbol Description

State variables
q Quality of Firm A’s product: q = qs (standard) or q = qp

(premium)
i Time in market for Firm A’s product in periods
j Time in market for Firm B’s product in periods
x Firm A’s inventory level

Parameters
n Maximum time in market for a product
M Maximum inventory quantity
	 Firm A’s marketing effectiveness (relative to Firm B)
qB Quality of Firm B’s product
Ks Firm A’s fixed product introduction cost for a standard product
Kp Firm A’s fixed product introduction cost for a premium product
� Discount factor per period

Arrays, functions, and random variables
Pqij Price of Firm A’s product given q, i, and j
P B
qij Price of Firm B’s product given q, i, and j
hq Inventory holding cost per unit per period for a product

given q
sq Inventory salvage value per unit of a product given q
vq Variable cost per unit of a product given q
pBqij Probability that Firm B introduces a product next period, given

q, i, and j
pB Array of pBqij
�qij Firm A’s expected potential market share given q, i, and j
Xqij Market demand in each period, a random variable with

probability mass function (p.m.f.) Pr�Xqij = w�= aqij �w�,
w = 0�1� � � � � given q, i, and j

�qij Mean market demand per period, E�Xqij �, given q, i, and j
Dqij Firm A’s demand in each period, a random variable, given q, i,

and j
Decision variable (in addition to the product introduction and quality
decisions)
y Firm A’s inventory on hand after production (production

decision is y − x), where y ≥ x
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opportunity for Firm A or Firm B to sell a unit of
product.
A simple approach that splits market demand sets

Firm A’s demand Dqij = �qijXqij . Our model, however,
assumes integer-valued demand. For example, con-
sider Xqij = 3 and �qij = 0�5. Then Dqij = �qijXqij = 1�5,
which is not integral.
We use an alternative formulation that generates

integer values for Dqij . If market demand is w, then
demand for Firm A’s product is modeled as a bino-
mial random variable with parameters w and �qij .
This allocation of market demand to Firms A and B is
similar to the incremental random-splitting rule (e.g.,
Lippman and McCardle 1997, Smith and Agrawal
2000). The probability mass function (p.m.f.) for
Firm A’s demand is:

Pr�Dqij = d� =
�∑

w=0
Pr�Dqij = d �Xqij =w�Pr�Xqij =w�

=
�∑

w=d

(
w

d

)
�d

qij �1−�qij 	
w−daqij �w	� (1)

Here �qij is the expected potential market share capt-
ured by Firm A, since E�Dqij � = �qijE�Xqij �. The quali-
fier potential is appropriate because �qij is the expected
market share only if Firm A always has sufficient
inventory to meet demand. We assume that when
Firm A has insufficient inventory, its nonsatisfied
demand is lost and does not go to Firm B. Relaxing
this assumption has no effect on the model and the
results presented here because we do not explicitly
model Firm B’s inventory. When Xqij ∼ Poisson��qij 	,
then Dqij ∼ Poisson��qij�qij 	 (Kulkarni 1995).

2.2. Competitive Behavior
We assume that each firm does not have knowl-
edge about its rival’s inventory level. This assumption
seems reasonable in practice and provides tractability.
Consequently, Firm A is only able to assess Firm B’s
behavior based on the ages of the competing prod-
ucts �i j	 and Firm A’s existing product quality q. We
model Firm B’s strategy as the probability pB

qij that
Firm B introduces a product of quality qB next period,
given q, i, and j . We allow 0 ≤ pB

qij ≤ 1 to reflect that
Firm A has incomplete information about Firm B’s
inventory level, which may impact Firm B’s decision
to introduce a product.
To illustrate, suppose that for �q i j	 = �112	,

Firm B decides to introduce a product when it has
zero inventory, but not when it has 100 units of inven-
tory. Viewed by Firm A, Firm B’s strategy at �112	
is random. The array pB is a contingent strategy; it
represents Firm B’s plan of action for every �q i j	;
note that some values of �q i j	 are virtual in that
they may never be realized. Thus, we permit Firm B’s
decisions to be influenced by Firm A’s decisions.

In contrast, Cohen et al. (1996) and Bayus (1997)
assume that the competitor does not introduce a prod-
uct in the window of time studied. Morgan et al.
(2001) assume that the competitor acts according to
a periodic product introduction strategy that is inde-
pendent of Firm A’s strategy. Using a contingent strat-
egy pB for Firm B permits a more general scenario.
We assume that Firm A hypothesizes pB based in
part on observed historical behavior. Thus, our model
incorporates competition from a decision-theoretic
perspective.4

2.3. Profit Maximization
We formulate Firm A’s optimization problem as a
discounted-profit Markov decision process (MDP)
over an infinite horizon. A state is comprised of
values for �q i j x	. The state space is S = 2 ×
�01 � � � n�2× �01 � � � M�, where M is a value suffi-
ciently large such that Firm A’s optimal strategy never
results in initial inventory that exceeds M .
For each state, Firm A has three decisions. One is

the value of inventory on hand after production y,
where y ≥ x (Firm A produces y − x). The second is
whether to introduce a new product. The third is the
quality level qs or qp for standard and premium prod-
ucts, respectively, when a product is introduced.
The expected period sales quantity is S�q i j y	=

EDqij
�min�yDqij ��. The current period expected profit

is

r��q i j x	y�

=




PqijS�q i j y	− vq�y− x	−hqx

no product introduction;

PqijS�q i j y	− vq�y− x	−hqx

+ sq�y− S�q i j y		−Ks

standard-product introduction;

PqijS�q i j y	− vq�y− x	−hqx

+ sq�y− S�q i j y		−Kp

premium-product introduction.

(2)

The term sq is salvage revenue per unit; Ks and Kp are
the fixed product introduction costs for standard and
premium products, respectively, which include prod-
uct development and launch; vq is production cost per
unit; and hq is holding cost per unit, applied at the
beginning of the period before production.

4 We do not consider a game-theoretic model of competition
because numerous additional simplifying assumptions would be
necessary (e.g., compare the models and assumptions in Bayus 1997
and Bayus et al. 1997). See Souza (2000, 2004) for further details.
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Let f �q i j x	 denote the total expected discounted
profit at state �q i j x	 over an unbounded horizon.
The extremal equation is

f �qijx	

= max
x≤y≤M




r�·�+%EDqij
�pB

qijf �qi+11�y−Dqij 	
+	

+�1−pB
qij 	f �qi+1j+1�y−Dqij 	

+	�

r�·�+%�pB
qijf �qs110	

+�1−pB
qij 	f �qs1j+10	�

r�·�+%�pB
qijf �qp110	

+�1−pB
qij 	f �qp1j+10	�






for q=qsqp& i=12���n−1& j=12���n&

x=01���M� (3)

In (3), pB
qij = 1 for j = n. The extremal equation for

i = n is similar to (3) except for the absence of the
first row inside the braces in (3). Note that the p.m.f.
of Dqij given by (1) requires knowledge of �qij . We
assume that �qij depends on qB and PB

qij for all q, i,
and j . We consider specific functional forms for these
components of (3) similar to Cohen et al. (1996), Bayus
(1997), and Morgan et al. (2001), and we specify these
in detail in §3.2.
We should point out that the solution to (3) does not

result in a simple decision structure, as the following
example illustrates.
Example 1. Consider n = 8, a stationary market

Xqij ∼ Poisson (5) for all q, i, and j ; Firm B introduces
a product periodically every five periods; qs relative
to qB is 0.6, and qp relative to qB is 1; Pqij = i−0�1 for all q
and j ; PB

qij = j−0�1 for all q and i; %= 0�96, vq = 0�35, sq =
0�09, hq = 0�013 for all q; Kp = 1�0 and Ks = 0�81; �qij

is proportional to product quality relative to the com-
petitor product quality and inversely proportional to
product price relative to the competitor product price
(see (5) below). The optimum product introduction
policy depends on inventory: Firm A introduces a
premium product at �q i j x	= �1752	 but not at
�1754	. Further, inventory on hand after produc-
tion does not follow a base-stock policy: For states
�175 ·	, y = 5 for x = 4, but y = 3< 5 for x = 2.

2.4. The Optimal Production Decision
In general, (3) must be solved to determine Firm A’s
optimal production policy. The optimal production
decision is trivial, however, when Firm A’s demand
is deterministic—produce according to demand in a
period. This also occurs when Firm A’s demand can
always be met—for example, in a make-to-order envi-
ronment. In this special case, x can be removed from
the state space and y is no longer a decision vari-
able because Firm A’s only decisions are the product

introduction decisions. We further study this situation
in §3.3.
In addition, if Firm A uses a fixed product intro-

duction policy independent of x, such as a periodic
product introduction policy that we study further in
§3.6, then the constrained optimal production policy
follows a base-stock form as described in Theorem 1.
The proof is available in the appendix.

Theorem 1. If the product introduction policy for
Firm A is fixed and independent of Firm A’s starting inven-
tory, then the constrained optimal inventory level after pro-
duction y* in (3) is a base-stock policy with parameter Rqij

for each (q, i, j). That is, for state (q, i, j, x), y* satisfies:

y∗�q i j x	=
{
Rqij if x ≤Rqij

x if x ≥Rqij �
(4)

3. Analysis and Results
In this section, we explore optimal new-product
strategies by determining the conditions that influ-
ence Firm A’s decisions about the frequency and
quality of its new-product introductions. Given the
number of model parameters, as summarized in
Table 1, analytic results cannot be derived. To develop
insights about the important factors, we follow the
approach of Bayus (1997) and Morgan et al. (2001)
of conducting a large-scale numerical analysis of our
model.
In §3.1, we describe our solution approach. In §3.2,

we describe a full-factorial experimental design for
building a test population of optimal solutions for
Firm A; these parameter values cover a wide variety
of conditions. We compare the difference in results
between the stochastic demand model and a deter-
ministic demand model in §3.3. We make a strong
argument for considering demand to be stochas-
tic, especially in fast-clockspeed industries. In §§3.4
and 3.5, we use global sensitivity analysis (Wagner
1995) to determine the factors that most influence
the optimal solution. In §3.6, we study the perfor-
mance of a time-pacing product introduction strategy
for Firm A.

3.1. Solution Approach
We solve the MDP (3) as a linear program (see
Puterman 1994 for details). We generate the linear
program using a C program, and solve it using func-
tions of the Cplex 7.0 callable library (Cplex 1998). For
a given set of parameters, the optimal solution of (3)
generates a discrete-time Markov chain (Puterman
1994). The state space is finite because the state
variables i and j are bounded by n, and the state vari-
able x is bounded by M . The chain’s stationary proba-
bility distribution can be computed readily (Kulkarni
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1995). We use Gaussian elimination as implemented
in MATLAB (MATLAB 1996).
For a given stationary probability distribution asso-

ciated with a solution, we use standard Markov chain
techniques to compute equivalent average profit per
period (Profit) over an unbounded horizon (Puterman
1994), and the stationary probabilities of time between
product introductions by Firm A. Solving (3) results
in a best product-introduction decision for each
state �q i j x	 over an unbounded horizon. The
time between consecutive product introductions by
Firm A, however, is probabilistic because Firm A’s
optimal product introduction decision depends on
inventory x, which varies as a result of stochastic
demand (see Souza 2000 for details). We denote
the expected time between product introductions as
ETBP. Similarly, we denote the fraction of premium-
product introductions by Firm A as QP.

3.2. Study Design
Due to computational constraints, we choose a market
demand distribution that does not depend on prices
or product quality. This assumption is in keeping with
the related literature (Cohen et al. 1996, Bayus 1997,
Bayus et al. 1997, Morgan et al. 2001). To keep the
model reasonably sized, we set the maximum product
time in market at n= 8 and mean market demand at
� = E�X� = 5 (we drop the subscripts on X for nota-
tional simplicity). We set the maximum level of inven-
tory at M = 2� because our numerical results indicate
that stationary inventory levels never reach this value,
assuring that the solution to the bounded inventory
problem is the same as the solution to the problem
that imposes no upper bound on inventory.
With regard to Firm A’s pricing policy, we use Pqij =

Pqi
−)*ij , where *ij = * for i > j , 0 < * ≤ 1, and *ij = 1

for i ≤ j . Here Pq is the initial price of a new product
with quality q, ) is a price trend parameter (prices
decline by that fraction in each period), and 1−* is a
competitive price discount applied when Firm B has a
newer product than Firm A. Thus, Firm A may react
to Firm B’s product introduction by reducing its price,
thereby increasing its market share.
The parameter ) resembles several proposed mea-

sures of industry clockspeed (higher )∼ faster clock-
speed), as argued in §1. In particular, Mendelson
and Pillai (1999, p. 2) relate clockspeed to “rapid
development of the underlying technology, and the
corresponding fall in the cost/performance ratio.” We
follow Mendelson and Pillai by assuming that quality
does not depend on i, but prices decline with i, given
q and j . For Firm B, prices are set according to PB

qij =
PBj−)B for all i, where Firm B’s price trend param-
eter )B need not be equal to ).
Similar to Cohen et al. (1996) and Bayus (1997),

we use a market share attraction model to appor-
tion the market. The approach is simple and intuitive,

and, importantly, has empirical support (e.g., Lilien
et al. 1992). First, denote ,k, k= s pB, as product k’s
quality relative to Firm A’s premium-quality product.
Thus, ,p ≡ 1; if ,B = 1, then Firm B’s product quality
is identical to Firm A’s premium-quality product. We
model Firm A’s market share as being proportional to
its relative product quality and inversely proportional
to its relative price:

�qij =
{
1+ 1

�
· ,

B

,s
· Pqij

P B
qij

}−1
for q = qs& (5)

similarly for q = qp.
To simplify our analyses, we consider only con-

stant values for inventory holding cost, salvage value,
and variable cost per unit. Of course, if these param-
eter values differ by product quality, we expect that
only the specific numerical results that are reported
in this paper will change, but not the qualitative
nature of our conclusions, such that the product-
quality decision will continue to be driven by internal
firm factors.
If we assume that each period is a quarter, a prod-

uct’s time in market does not exceed two years.
Denote the yearly interest rate by ., so that % =
1/�1+./4	. We set hq = .vq/4 for all q. We also choose
the following parameters for the analysis: (i) .= 0�15
(analyses not reported here indicate that the discount
factor, at reasonable levels, has negligible impact on
the firm’s optimal policy), (ii) vq = 0�35 for all q, and
(iii) Pq = 1 for all q—although the premium-quality
product has a higher introduction cost than the stan-
dard product (see below), Firm A’s market share is
higher with a premium product because of identical
product prices—this focuses the analysis and reduces
the complexity of the numerical study.
We consider demand to be deterministic as well as

Poisson. With respect to Firm A’s parameters, we con-
sider two levels of relative quality for the standard
product: ,s = 0�6 and 0.8; two levels for Kp (expressed
as a fraction of net revenues for i = 1 given a 50%
market share): Kp/��Pq − vq	�/2	 = 0�5 and 1.0; and
two levels for Ks relative to Kp 0 Ks/Kp = 0�3 and 0.7.
There are two levels for the price trend parameter,
)= 0�1 and 0.3, where the larger value reflects a
faster-clockspeed industry and possibly an aggressive
pricing strategy by Firm A. We assume two levels for
the price discount 1−*= 0�15, and no price discount.
We consider two levels of salvage value sq/vq = 0�25
and 0.75 for all q. We note that sq/vq < 1, else the firm
produces only to dispose of the product. Finally, we
consider three levels for �= 0�71�0, and 1.3.
We assume that Firm B introduces a product peri-

odically every T periods (that is, pB
qij = 0 if j = T , and

pB
qiT = 1 for all q and i), where T = 1, 5, and 7 (in §3.6
we analyze the case where Firm B’s actions depend on
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those of Firm A). We study three levels for Product B’s
relative quality ,B = 0.7, 1.0, and 1.3, and two levels
of Firm B’s price-trend parameter, )B = 0�1 and 0.3.
Finally, we set PB = 1, so that Firm B’s new-product
price is equal to Firm A’s new-product price.
The design of our numerical analyses is summa-

rized in Table 2. These selections for parameter values
generate a total of 33 × 28 = 6912 experimental cells;
half of these cells assume deterministic demand and
half assume Poisson demand. For each experimen-
tal cell with stochastic demand, the linear program
has 1,248 variables and 21,648 constraints. For a Sun
Ultra station, a typical solution time for each cell is
25 seconds for the linear program, and 50 seconds for
computing the stationary probability distribution and
related performance measures.

3.3. Deterministic vs. Stochastic Demand
In this section, we consider differences in new-
product strategies between the deterministic and the
Poisson demand cases. The purpose is to justify our
preference for the stochastic assumption in addressing
issues relative to clockspeed and product quality. We
perform a pairwise comparison for the value of ETBP
between the cases with deterministic demand and the
cases with stochastic demand, similarly for QP and
Profit. Table 3 summarizes the statistics for the pair-
wise comparison. The difference in ETBP for the
two demand models is significant. Overall the 32%
increase represents 0.76 periods; in 25% of cells the
difference exceeds 50%. We also find that ETBP for
each deterministic demand case is always smaller
than ETBP for the corresponding stochastic demand
case. As indicated in Table 3, the difference in QP

Table 2 Numerical Study Design

Parameter Symbol Values

Market demand distribution Distribution of X Deterministic,
Poisson

Firm A’s price-trend parameter  0.1, 0.3
Firm A’s relative !s 0.6, 0.8
standard-product quality

Firm A’s normalized cost of a Kp/��Pq − vq ��/2� 0.5, 1.0
premium-product
introduction

Firm A’s relative cost of a Ks/Kp 0.3, 0.7
standard- vs. premium-
quality product introduction

Firm A’s salvage value as a sq/vq 0.25, 0.75
fraction of variable cost

Firm A’s relative marketing 	 0.7, 1.0, 1.3
effectiveness

Firm A’s price discount when 1− # 0, 0.15
Firm B has a newer product

Firm B’s relative product quality !B 0.7, 1.0, 1.3
Firm B’s time between product T 1, 5, 7
introductions

Firm B’s price-trend parameter  B 0.1, 0.3

Table 3 Comparing Model Results for the Poisson and Deterministic
Demand Models

Expected time Fraction of
between product premium-product
introductions by introductions by

Statistic Firm A (ETBP) Firm A (QP) Profit

Mean value
Poisson demand model 5�56 0�73 0�88
Deterministic demand 4�80 0�69 1�01
model

Mean % difference 32 4 −13
Poisson relative to
deterministic

Std. deviation of % 58 21 5
difference

between the two demand models averages only 4%;
it is zero in almost 95% of cases. The relatively large
standard deviation, however, suggests that in some
cells the two demand models indicate opposite opti-
mal product-quality decisions. We do not report the
details here, but it is important to note that the largest
deviation in ETBP and QP between the deterministic
and stochastic demand cases occurs under industry
conditions of fast clockspeed (high value of )) and
rapid obsolescence (low value of sq/vq	. Not surpris-
ingly, Table 3 shows that profits are usually larger for
deterministic demand cases.
Overall, these results imply that a more conservative

new-product introduction strategy is preferred with
stochastic demand as compared to a deterministic
demand formulation. This result reflects uncertainty
in inventory holding cost, lost sales, and salvage
value. Even though the optimal new-product strate-
gies in a majority of cells are similar for the two
demand assumptions, we believe that there is enough
variation to warrant using the stochastic demand
formulation in the remainder of our analyses. This
approach is also consistent with the literature recom-
mending that a firm’s new-product and production
decisions be modeled jointly because inventory can
impact introduction timing and quality decisions (e.g.,
Billington et al. 1998).

3.4. Sensitivity Analysis of Model Parameters
The objective of the sensitivity analysis in this section
is to answer the question: How much observed vari-
ation in each performance measure (ETBP, QP, and
Profit) is independently caused by variation in each
of the model parameters? We consider only analyses
in which demand is Poisson. Given the full-factorial
study design where each variable has two or three
values, effective ways of answering this question
include (Wagner 1995): (i) computing t statistics (or
R2) for single-variable simple linear regressions for
each pair of independent-dependent variables, and
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Table 4 Sensitivity Analyses (Absolute Value of t Statistics for Single-Variable Linear Regressions)

Expected time Fraction of
between product premium-product
introductions by introductions by
Firm A (ETBP) Firm A (QP) Profit

Nr Parameter Symbol t Longer t Larger t Larger

Industry clockspeed
1 Firm A’s price-trend parameter  56�7 L 18�1 L 33�9 L
2 Firm B’s price-trend parameter  B 2�5 H 0�4 H 8�4 L

Internal firm factors
3 Firm A’s normalized cost of a premium-product introduction Kp/��Pq − vq ��/2� 12�5 H 16�6 L 4�9 L
4 Firm A’s relative cost of a standard- vs. premium-quality Ks/Kp 13�0 H 34�3 H 4�0 L

product introduction
5 Firm A’s relative standard-product quality !s 8�0 L 23�8 L 3�6 H
6 Firm A’s salvage value as a fraction of variable cost sq/vq 7�6 L 1�8 L 4�8 H

Competitive factors
7 Firm A’s relative marketing effectiveness 	 11�0 L 2�3 L 36�7 H
8 Firm A’s price discount when Firm B has a newer product 1− # 11�8 L 3�1 L 7�8 L
9 Firm B’s relative product quality !B 10�3 H 2�5 H 36�9 L
10 Firm B’s time between product introductions T 7�1 H 5�3 H 3�7 L

(ii) computing t statistics in standardized multiple
regressions for each dependent variable as a func-
tion of all independent variables. We performed both
analyses; our conclusions are the same using either
approach—for brevity we present only the results
of (i) in Table 4. The table entries are interpreted as
follows. For Row 1, the simple linear regression ETBP
on ) has an absolute value of t equal to 56.7, and a
low (L) value of ) implies a longer ETBP. Similarly,
for Row 7, the regression Profit on � has an absolute
value of t of 36.7, and a high (H) value of � implies a
larger Profit.
Note that all but two of the t values are signifi-

cant (see Rows 2 and 6). Based on the absolute values
of the magnitudes in Table 4, we find that industry
clockspeed, as reflected by ), has the greatest influ-
ence on ETBP, followed by other internal firm factors
and competitive factors. From Row 1, a low value
of ) (lower clockspeed) is associated with longer
ETBP. Thus, it is optimal for firms to frequently intro-
duce new products in environments where prices
are sharply declining (i.e., fast-clockspeed industries).
As suggested by Row 2 �)B	, deviations of Firm B
from the industry clockspeed �)	 have little effect on
Firm A’s decisions.
The observed influence of internal firm factors on

ETBP is as expected. In particular, less-frequent new-
product introduction (longer ETBP) is optimal when
introduction costs for premium (Row 3) and standard
(Row 4) products are high and when the unit salvage
value for older products is low (Row 6). In addition,
it is optimal to shorten the time between new-product
introductions when the quality gap between standard
and premium products is high (low ,s , Row 5).
Finally, the influence of competitive factors on ETBP
is relatively small—the effects are similar to the firm’s

internal cost factors. Less-frequent product introduc-
tion is optimal if the firm has an inherent market-
ing disadvantage (Row 7), if the firm offers a lower
price discount after the competitor introduces a new
product (Row 8), if the competitor has relatively high
product quality (Row 9), or if the competitor intro-
duces products less frequently (Row 10).
Table 4 also indicates that internal firm factors

have the greatest impact on the product-quality
decision QP. It makes sense to introduce premium
products (larger QP) when the introduction cost for
a premium product is low (Row 3), when the firm’s
introduction costs for standard and premium prod-
ucts are similar (high Ks/Kp, Row 4), and when the
quality gap between standard and premium products
is high (low ,s , Row 5). Also, it is optimal for firms
in slow-clockspeed industries to emphasize premium
products (Row 1), that is, emphasize products with
significant quality improvements.
In terms of profits, Table 4 reveals the importance of

industry clockspeed and competitive factors. Firm A’s
profits are larger when its clockspeed is low (Row 1),
when Firm A has an inherent marketing advantage
(Row 7), and when Firm B has a relatively low-quality
product (Row 9).
In summary, these numerical results support man-

agerial beliefs about the relationship between indus-
try clockspeed and time to market (e.g., Mendelson
and Pillai 1999). Our analyses demonstrate that under
fast-clockspeed conditions (i.e., sharply declining
industry prices), it is indeed optimal for a firm to
frequently introduce new products. Moreover, it is
optimal to introduce incrementally improved (i.e.,
standard) products in this situation. Concomitantly,
we find that profits in fast-clockspeed industries are
lower than those in slow-clockspeed industries.
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3.5. Optimal New-Product Strategies
In the previous section, we examined the 3,456 cases
with Poisson demand to determine the factors that are
most influential with respect to ETBP, QP, and Profit.
We now examine the robustness of the insights by
dividing these cases into four strategies according to
whether the optimal quality decision is standard or
premium,5 and whether the optimal ETBP is shorter
or longer than the median ETBP, which is 5.2 periods.
We examine the characteristics of the corresponding
four competitive environments and assess the relative
impact of factors that affect profit and market share.
Two dominant strategies with respect to quality and

timing of product introduction are prevalent in the
product introduction literature. For example, Cohen
et al. (1996) and Bayus (1997) suggest that introducing
a product with substantially improved quality is usu-
ally optimal, despite the longer product development
time. In contrast, Morgan et al. (2001) find condi-
tions when the frequent introduction of incrementally
improved products is optimal. Here we provide addi-
tional insights regarding the joint quality and product
introduction timing decisions.
To determine the key factors related to a firm’s

choice of one of the four new-product strategies, we
employ a binomial test (at a p < 0�001 significance
level) for each model parameter based on the differ-
ence between observed and expected proportions at
their high levels.6 The statistical results are shown in
Table 5.7 A small t statistic in Table 5 indicates that the
low and high parameter values occur nearly equally
often, whereas a large t statistic indicates that one
of the parameter values (L for low and H for high)
occurs more often.
Based on the number of numerical cases for each

strategy in Table 5, our results indicate that the
infrequent introduction of premium-quality products
occurs most often. This finding is generally consistent
with Cohen et al. (1996) and Bayus (1997). The relative
mix of strategies, however, may change if we relax
our assumption in the experimental analysis that the
unit cost (hq and vq) and salvage revenue sq param-
eters are constant with respect to quality.
In addition, the magnitude of the t values across

the four strategies in Table 5 shows that industry

5 Firm A follows a mixed strategy (sometimes introducing premium
products and sometimes introducing standard products) in only a
very few cases. We round QP to the nearest integer for these cases
to assign them into one of the two alternatives.
6 Because we have a full-factorial study design where each model
parameter has two or three values (see Table 2), the expected pro-
portion of cases where a parameter is observed at its high level in
each new-product strategy is 0.5 or 0.33. For parameters with three
levels, we have conducted a similar analysis for the proportion of
experimental cases where a parameter is observed at its low level.
7 Although not reported here, we also reach the same conclusions
from a multivariate discriminant analysis.

clockspeed (Row 1) is primarily related to the
introduction timing decision, whereas internal firm
factors like development and introduction costs
(Rows 3, 4, 5) are associated with the product-quality
decision. In particular, frequent product introductions
are associated with fast-clockspeed situations, and
higher-quality products are related to lower develop-
ment and introduction costs. This result differs from
the conclusions of Morgan et al. (2001).
Although not reported here, we closely examined

the numerical cases where the price-trend parame-
ter for Firm A is not equal to that of Firm B (i.e.,
) = )B). Irrespective of Firm B’s pricing policy and
Firm A’s competitive strategy, Firm A never obtains
higher profits from aggressive pricing (i.e., Firm A
dropping its prices faster than Firm B). Moreover,
Firm A’s product-introduction timing and product-
quality strategy remain unchanged regardless of the
value of )B. We also closely examined the impact of
Firm A’s price discount 1− * on Profit and ETBP by
performing a pairwise comparison. Both Profit and
ETBP are almost always greater when Firm A offers
no price discount as compared to when it offers a
price discount.

3.6. A Time-Pacing Product-Introduction Policy
In this section, we consider a periodic product intro-
duction, or time-pacing policy (Eisenhardt and Brown
1998). This policy need not be optimal, but does
present the attractive property of being structurally
simple. Denote the number of periods between prod-
uct introductions for Firm A as F . For a time-pacing
policy, ETBP = F is an integer number and the pro-
duction decision has a base-stock form (see Theo-
rem 1). Given F , one can compute the optimal quality
and product-introduction decisions by modifying (3)
slightly:

f �qijx	

= max
x≤y≤M




r�·�+%EDqij
�pB

qijf �qi+11�y−Dqij 	
+	

+�1−pB
qij 	f �qi+1j+1�y−Dqij 	

+	�




for q=qsqp& i=12���F −1& j=12���n&

x=01���M (6)

f �qF jx	

= max
x≤y≤M
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[
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for q=qsqp& j=12���n& x=01���M� (7)
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Table 5 Key Factors Related to Optimal New-Product Strategies (Absolute Value of t Statistics for Binomial Proportions Tests)

Strategy 1: Strategy 2: Strategy 3: Strategy 4:
Infrequent Frequent Frequent Infrequent
introduction introduction introduction introduction
of premium- of premium- of standard- of standard-
quality products quality products quality products quality products

Nr Parameter Symbol t Level t Level t Level t Level

Industry clockspeed
1 Firm A’s price-trend parameter  30�0 L 18�4 H 32�3 H 16�3 L
2 Firm B’s price-trend parameter  B 1�1 H 1�1 L 0�8 L 0�9 H

Internal firm factors
3 Firm A’s normalized cost of a Kp/��Pq − vq ��/2� 3�0 H 21�0 L 9�6 H 99�9 H

premium-product introduction
4 Firm A’s relative cost of a standard- vs. Ks/Kp 10�3 H 13�4 H 38�1 L 27�4 L

premium-quality product introduction
5 Firm A’s relative standard-product quality !s 7�7 L 9�4 L 17�7 H 40�2 H
6 Firm A’s salvage value as a fraction of sq/vq 3�5 L 3�0 H 2�7 H 2�3 L

variable cost

Competitive factors
7 Firm A’s relative marketing effectiveness 	 4�3 L 3�3 H 3�0 H 2�2 L
8 Firm A’s price discount when Firm B 1− # 7�7 L 7�3 H 4�0 H 2�6 L

has a newer product
9 Firm B’s relative product quality !B 3�5 H 3�4 L 2�8 L 2�2 H
10 Firm B’s time between product introductions T 9�8 H 11�5 L 6�8 L 3�9 H

Numerical cases 1�561 �45%� 957 (28%) 771 (22%) 167 (5%)

We assess the performance of a time-pacing
policy as the percent deterioration in average
profit: 3F �Profit�=100%��Profitopt/ProfitF 	−1�, where
Profitopt is Profit for an optimal policy, computed from
(3), and ProfitF is Profit for the time-pacing policy that
introduces a product every F periods, computed from
(6) and (7). Define the optimal F for a time-pacing
policy as F ∗=argminF �3F �Profit��.
We use the study design in Table 2 with Poisson

demand and 1−*=0, except that now we consider
that Firm B acts according to a randomized product-
introduction strategy with a probability of product
introduction nondecreasing in both i and j �pB

qij =
min�0�1�i+j−1	1�0� for all q, i, j).
We observe from our analyses that the value of F ∗

is almost the same as rounding ETBP to the nearest
integer for the optimal policy from (3). Furthermore,
product quality for the optimal and time-pacing poli-
cies is the same in 98% of cases. Finally, 3F ∗�Profit�
equals 0.0% in 89% of the cases and averages 0.1%
with a maximum of 2.2%. Thus, a time-pacing policy
for Firm A typically performs very well relative to
an optimal policy. Firm A’s performance may suffer
considerably,8 however, if it uses a time-pacing policy
with a period other than F ∗.

8 For example, if Firm A chooses F ∗−1, then profit deterioration
averages 2.8%, with a maximum of 18.4%; these values are higher
for the 288 cases where )=0�3 at 3.9% and 18.4%, respectively. If
Firm A chooses F ∗−2, then profit deterioration has a maximum
value of 26.5%; it averages 9.2% when )=0�3 and 6.6% overall.

4. Conclusions
Should a firm frequently introduce a stream of new
products? Should a firm emphasize the introduction
of incrementally rather than substantially improved
products? Does industry clockspeed have a strong
influence on a firm’s decision to speed new prod-
ucts to market? We explore these questions by study-
ing the role of external industry clockspeed (as
reflected by industry price changes), internal firm fac-
tors (product development, production, and inven-
tory costs), and competitive factors in a firm’s optimal
introduction and product-quality decisions.
Using an infinite-horizon Markov decision process,

we model the effect of market demand uncertainty
on new-product introductions, production and inven-
tory levels, and consequent product obsolescence. We
conclude from a large-scale numerical analysis that
the introduction timing decision is primarily driven
by the industry’s clockspeed and the product-quality
decision is mostly based on internal firm factors like
product development and introduction costs. We find
that competitive factors have limited influence on the
firm’s optimal new-product strategy, although they
significantly influence a firm’s profit. Also, we show
that a time-pacing introduction strategy results in a
production policy with a simple base-stock form and
performs well relative to the optimal policy, provided
that the time-pacing decisions are optimized.
These results add to our understanding of new-

product introduction and speed to market as a strat-
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egy. Extending the results reported by Cohen et al.
(1996), Bayus (1997), and Bayus et al. (1997), we
find conditions when it is optimal for a firm to fre-
quently introduce new products and to focus on incre-
mental improvements (standard products). In con-
trast to Morgan et al. (2001), we find that inter-
nal firm development costs primarily impact the
product-quality decision. Importantly, our results pro-
vide analytical support for the managerial belief that
industry clockspeed and time to market are closely
related.
It is important to point out that our results do

not imply that the frequent introduction of incremen-
tally improved products is always optimal in fast-
clockspeed industries. Instead, our analyses indicate
that a firm’s optimal new-product strategy is com-
prised of two distinct but related factors. Whereas
introduction timing is dependent on the industry
clockspeed, the decision to introduce incremental or
substantially improved new products is dependent on
internal firm factors related to the product develop-
ment and introduction costs of these products.
As with all research, our study is not without

limitations. In particular, we have made several
simplifying assumptions in our model formulation.
For example, we consider competition only from
a decision-theoretic perspective, not from a game-
theoretic viewpoint. Although our general framework
allows for analyzing the effect of different pricing
policies on Firm A’s product introduction policy and
profit, our model does not include price optimiza-
tion. Our model does not allow for variable prod-
uct development time (crashing), and our numerical
results assume a total market of constant size, which
does not reflect price elasticity. In addition, we have
only considered one aspect of industry clockspeed,
namely, industry price changes.
These limitations are natural directions for future

research. For example, extending our model so
that a firm can offer a product line in each time
period and can decide on prices for each product
may generate further analytical insights. In addition,
empirical analyses of observed new-product strate-
gies by firms across industries with different clock-
speeds should be conducted to validate our analyti-
cal results and to potentially generate further insights.
Such analyses may involve managerial surveys and
appropriately constructed cross-industry data sets of
firm-level product introduction decisions. While anec-
dotal information suggests that product prolifera-
tion is related to high costs and lower profits (e.g.,
Quelch and Kenny 1994, McMath 1994), empirical
testing of our finding that fast-clockspeed indus-
tries have lower profits than slow-clockspeed indus-
tries will also be an interesting direction for further
research.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the finite-horizon version

of the MDP, as is standard practice in MDP theory:

ft�qijx	

= max
x≤y≤M
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�pB
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for q=qsqP & i=12���n−1& j=12���n& x=01���M

(A1)
where f0�qijx	=maxx≤y≤M�r��qijx	y��, and

r��qijx	y� =




Pqij S�qijy	−vq�y−x	−hqx

no product introduction;

�Pqij −sq	S�qijy	−�vq−sq	y+�vq−hq	x−Ks

standard-product introduction;

�Pqij −sq	S�qijy	−�vq−sq	y+�vq−hq	x−Kp

premium-product introduction. (A2)

Now, consider a fixed product-introduction policy inde-
pendent of inventory, and, for notational simplicity, denote
the product-introduction decision by zqij , where zqij =0 if no
product is introduced, zqij =1 if a standard product is intro-
duced, and zqij =2 if a premium product is introduced. We
also rewrite (A1) as:

ft�qijx	= �vq−hq	x+max
y≥x

�Ht�qijy	� (A3)

where, for t>0,

Ht�qijy	

=H0�qijy	

+%�1−1�zqij >0�	
{
pB
qijEDij

[
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 (A4)

and

H0�qijy	 =
(
Pqi−sq1�zqij >0�

)
S�qijy	

−(
vq−sq1�zqij >0�

)
y−Kq1�zqij >0�� (A5)

From (A3), if Ht�qijy	 is concave in y for any �qij	,
then a base-stock policy with parameter dependent on
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�qij	 is optimal (see Zipkin 2000, p. 377). We prove the
concavity of Ht�qijy	 using induction.
We prove that H0�qijy	 is concave in y, for any �qij	.

We know that S�qijy	=EDqij
�min�yDqij ��, where Dqij is

the demand for A at state �qij	. Given that min�yDqij �
is concave in y for each Dqij , then S�qijy	 is concave
in y (see Zipkin 2000), for any �qij	. From (A2), because
Pqij >sq , the term that multiplies S�qijy	 is positive. Con-
sequently, H0�qijy	 is concave in y, for any �qij	; we
define its unrestricted maximum as s

qij
0 =maxy�H0�qijy	�.

We next prove that f0�qijx	 is concave in x,
for any �qij	. From (A3), it suffices to show that
maxy≥x�H0�qijy	� is concave in x, since the first term in
the right-hand side of (A3) is linear. Define V0�qijx	=
maxy≥x�H0�qijy	�. We prove that

3 0= V0�qijx+1	−V0�qijx	−V0�qijx	

+V0�qijx−1	≤0�
Consider three cases:

(i) x≤s
qij
0 −1. Then V0�qijx	=H0�qijs

qij
0 	. Conse-

quently, 3=H0�qijs
qij
0 	−2H0�qijs

qij
0 	+H0�qij

s
qij
0 	=0.

(ii) x=s
ij
0 . Then 3=H0�q i j s

qij
0 +1	−2H0�q i j s

qij
0 	+

H0�q i j s
qij
0 	=H0�q i j s

qij
0 +1	−H0�q i j s

qij
0 	≤0,

since H0�q i j x	 is nonincreasing in x≥s
qij
0 due to its

concavity.
(iii) x>s

qij
0 . Then, because H0�qijx	 is nonincreasing in

x≥s
qij
0 , V0�q i j x	=maxy≥x�H0�q i j y	�=H0�q i

j x	. Thus, 3=H0�q i j x+1	−2H0�q i j x	+
H0�q i j x−1	≤0, from the concavity of H0�q i j x	.

Hence f0�qijx	 is concave in x for any �qij	. The
induction hypothesis is that Ht−1�qijy	 is concave in
y for all �qij	. Consequently, as we have just proved
for t=1, by (A3), ft−1�qijx	 is concave in x, and so
EDqij

�ft−1�qij�y−Dqij 	
+	� is concave in y for any �qij	.

Given that %�1−1�zqij >0�	pB
qij and %�1−1�zqij >0�	·�1−pB

qij 	
are nonnegative, then by (A4), Ht�qijy	 is concave in y
for any �qij	, which completes the argument for the finite-
horizon MDP.
To extend the result to the infinite-horizon MDP, con-

sider the finite-horizon MDP (A1). The state space is count-
able. The one-period profit r�·	 is bounded below by −Kp

and above by �Pq1. Since 0≤%<1, ft�qijx	 converges to
f �qijx	 as t→� (Puterman 1994, p. 150), which com-
pletes the proof.
Note that if the product-introduction policy is dependent

on x, we are not able to rewrite ft�qijx	 as the sum of
two functions, as in (A3), and the proof does not hold. �
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